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Abstract: The transformer is one of the most important electrical machines in electrical systems. Its
proper operation is fundamental for the distribution and transmission of electrical energy. During its
service life, it is under continuous electrical and mechanical stresses that can produce diverse types
of damage. Among them, short-circuited turns (SCTs) in the windings are one of the main causes of
the transformer fault; therefore, their detection in an early stage can help to increase the transformer
life and reduce the maintenance costs. In this regard, this paper proposes a signal processing-based
methodology to detect early SCTs (i.e., damage of low severity) through the analysis of vibroacoustic
signals in steady state under different load conditions, i.e., no load, linear load, nonlinear load, and
both linear and nonlinear loads, where the transformer is adapted to emulate different conditions,
i.e., healthy (0 SCTs) and with damage of low severity (1 and 2 SCTs). In the signal processing stage,
the contrast index is analyzed as a fault indicator, where the Unser and Tamura definitions are tested.
For the automatic classification of the obtained indices, an artificial neural network is used. It showed
better results than the ones provided by a support vector machine. Results demonstrate that the
contrast estimation is suitable as a fault indicator for all the load conditions since 89.78% of accuracy
is obtained if the Unser definition is used.

Keywords: artificial neural networks; contrast estimation; fault diagnosis; short-circuited turns;
transformer fault; vibroacoustic signals

1. Introduction

The condition monitoring and fault diagnosis of electrical machines have become
essential tools for industrial processes since their reliability and safety can be improved [1].
Among the electric machines, the transformer can suffer various internal faults such as
winding and core deformations, broken clamping structures, short-circuit turns (SCT),
bending, and others [2]. For this machine, the winding is an essential operating component
and, at the same time, it is one of the most vulnerable components; in fact, the associated
faults to windings are nearly 40% [3], whereas in the most cases the initial damage can
lead to the complete fault of the transformer, increasing repairment costs and people risks.
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In this regard, the development and application of early fault detection methods are of
paramount importance [4,5].

In literature, different techniques to carry out the monitoring and diagnosis of trans-
former windings by analyzing different types of signals have been proposed [6–9]. How-
ever, the vibration signal analysis has proven to be an effective tool for monitoring and
diagnosing internal faults in transformers [6], since the vibrational response changes if
the winding mechanical properties are modified [7], e.g., when a fault condition appears.
Some studies measure acoustic signals instead of vibration signals [8,9]. It is observed that
acoustic signals are produced by the vibration of a source, thus, they contain the same
information about the source behavior. In this way, the vibration and acoustic signals are
interrelated and homologous [8,9].

The machinery diagnosis that employs vibroacoustic (VA) signals typically consists of
three essential steps: acquisition and preprocessing of data, feature extraction from the data,
and classification based on the extracted features. Successful methods have shown that
feature extraction is the most crucial step in machinery monitoring and diagnosis [7,10]. In
literature, several techniques extract features from VA signals in distinct domains (e.g., time,
frequency, or time-frequency) for assessing the transformer condition [11–22]. A widely em-
ployed tool to change from time-domain to frequency-domain is the Fourier Transform (FT).
The FT allows extracting frequential information related to the system condition. In [11],
they employ the FT in VA signals and estimate the total harmonic distortion (THD) to assess
the transformer healthy condition. Meanwhile, in [9], the THD, dominant frequencies, and
the ratio of frequencies from the spectrum of acoustic signals are estimated. They establish
a warning threshold that allows identifying a direct current bias state. Although the FT
presents promising results, it has some limitations. These limitations compromise the detec-
tion of changes in frequency over time, mainly due to the nonstationary nature of the signal
and its high-level noise, among others [12]. To overcome these limitations, the short-time
Fourier Transform (STFT) is introduced. This technique provides a two-dimensional repre-
sentation of the analyzed signal in time, i.e., a time-frequency representation (TFR) in the
time-frequency domain. In [13], the STFT is used to analyze a VA signal, where the changes
in frequency are associated to the anomalous behavior in the transformer. Nevertheless,
the STFT has the resolution trade-off issue, i.e., it can gain frequency resolution but, at the
same time, loss resolution in time, and vice versa, which can compromise the accuracy
of the results; in addition, if the signal presents a severe level of noise, the performance
decreases due to the spectral leakage problem, compromising the diagnosis as well [14].
Another effective way to construct a TFR is using the Wavelet transform (WT) and its
variations. The WT has better time and frequency localization, making it more effective
than STFT for some applications [15]. The work presented in [16] uses the WT to analyze
the transient state of the transformer from its vibration signals. Also, a WT-based work
called Empirical WT is used in [17], in which it is employed to build a TFR and estimate
the multiscale entropy as a fault feature. On the other hand, in [18], the Wavelet packet is
applied to detect DC bias in transformers, obtaining very effective results. Yet, the success
of a WT-based approach depends on the proper selection of both the mother wavelet and
the decomposition level [19], which is different in each application.

As mentioned above, the changing of domain (i.e., time or frequency) always requires
the application of a transformation technique, implying a computational cost. In this
regard, feature extraction in the time domain has been explored. The work presented
in [20] diagnoses a transformer under a SCT fault by employing different fractal algorithms.
They extract information from the vibration signals to detect diverse SCT fault severities.
In [21], several statistical features are extracted from the vibration signals, then, the most
representative ones are selected to diagnose the transformer under different SCT fault
severities. Also, a mathematical statistics-based method for the analysis of vibration signals
is presented in [22], where the probability distribution is used to identify the SCT fault.
Although promising results have been obtained, there are still some issues that have
not been completely addressed, e.g., damage detection of low severity (i.e., 1 or 2 SCTs)
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under different load conditions, which is of paramount importance since online condition
monitoring systems for predictive maintenance can be developed. It is worth noting that
the detection of early faults is a challenging task since the behavior of the transformer
slightly changes. The challenge increases if both the high-level noise in the VA signals and
the electrical stresses associated to the different load conditions are considered. Therefore,
the development and application of new methods are still current needs.

Recently, the contrast index used in image processing for analyzing texture [23,24] has
been used for diagnosing broken rotor bars in induction motors through the analysis of
electric current signals [25], showing that it can provide information about variations into
a signal waveform, which is congruent as it detects variations in color and brightness in
an image. In this regard, as the main contribution, this work explores the application of
the contrast index to diagnose early SCT faults, where a complete methodology (i.e., signal
processing and automatic pattern recognition) is proposed. Also, unlike other works, the
proposal is assessed when the transformer is under different load conditions, increasing its
applicability in real operating scenarios; besides, it is worth noting that the detection of
early SCT faults is not an easy task due to imperceptible changes in the transformer and
the high noise into the VA signals. In order to develop and validate the proposed method,
the VA signals from a transformer capable to emulate different early SCT severities, i.e., 0,
1, and 2 SCTs, where 0 SCTs represents the healthy condition, are firstly acquired. At this
stage, four different load conditions, i.e., (1) no load, (2) linear load, (3) nonlinear load, and
(4) both linear and nonlinear loads, are considered. In general, these loads represent real
life operating conditions [5]. Once the signals have been acquired, two contrast definitions,
i.e., Unser and Tamura, are computed and compared in order to observe which one provides
the best sensibility to the fault. Finally, the different values of contrast for the different
SCT conditions are processed by an artificial neural network (ANN) for automatic pattern
recognition, where the performance of a support vector machine (SVM) is also compared.
Results demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposal. The rest of the paper is organized as
follows. Section 2 presents the theoretical background for transformer vibrations, contrast
index, and ANNs. The proposed methodology is described in Section 3. Section 4 shows
the experimental setup and the obtained results. A discussion of works is presented in
Section 5. Finally, Section 6 draws the obtained conclusions.

2. Theoretical Background
2.1. Transformer Vibration

Transformer vibration is from two principal sources: windings and core. Although the
vibration components of each source are distinct, the winding component is smaller than
the component from the core [9].

The winding vibration is principally caused by the electric force, which is generated
by the current that circulates through the windings and its interaction with the magnetic
leakage flux [26]. The forces created by winding vibration have two components: axial and
radial, where the force is proportional to the square of the current as shown in Equation (1)
and its fundamental frequency is twice the fundamental frequency of the current signal [27].

Fwinding ∝ I2 (1)

On the other hand, the main cause of core vibration is the magnetostriction phe-
nomenon. This phenomenon changes the shape of a ferromagnetic material when it is
under the influence of a magnetic field. Then, in Equation (2), the force magnitude from
core vibration is proportional to the square of the voltage [28]. The fundamental frequency
due to the magnetostriction is twice the fundamental frequency of the voltage signal, but
high frequency harmonics can appear due to the nonlinear magnetostriction behavior. Also,
the force direction is perpendicular to the core plane [29].

Fcore ∝ V2 (2)
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As mentioned above, the vibration signals and acoustic signals are homologous. In
this regard, any change in the VA signal is directly related to the transformer performance.
Therefore, the characterization of these changes through time-domain indicators (e.g., the
contrast index) can help to determine the transformer condition.

2.2. Contrast

The contrast index is a textural feature that measures the variations present in an
image [30]. In a simple way, it is the difference between a pair of black and white dots. The
contrast value can be maximum when two pair of dots have opposite values in the gray
scale, e.g., 0 and 255, and be minimum when their values are similar. Although this index
is intended for images, it can also be applied to 1D signals. Two simple ways to estimate
the contrast are presented by Unser [31] and Tamura et al. [32].

2.2.1. Unser Contrast

Unser employs the sum and difference of histograms to estimate the contrast [31]. In
order to do so, firstly, the variation between two points separated by d samples in a signal
L(n) is computed as follows:

Dn,d = L(n)− L(n + d) (3)

where n∈{0, 1, . . . , N − 1}. With this value, the histogram of differences is computed as:

hd(j) = card
{

n ∈ N, Dn,d = j
}

(4)

where j = −Ng + 1,−Ng + 2, . . . , Ng − 2, Ng − 1 for at least Ng levels of gray. card{ } refers
to the number of elements of a set.

The normalized difference histogram is then given by:

PD =
hd(j)

T
(5)

where T is the total number of counts. It is computed by:

T = ∑
j

h(j) (6)

Finally, the contrast can be computed as:

C = ∑
j

j2PD(j) (7)

2.2.2. Tamura Contrast

Tamura et al. propose the contrast in function of [32]:

1. Dynamic range of gray levels;
2. Polarization of the distribution of black and white on the histogram of gray levels or

the ratio between the black and white areas.

In this regard, the kurtosis provides the polarization factor as:

α4 =
µ4

σ4 (8)

where µ4 is the fourth moment around the mean and σ2 is the variance that represents the
distribution of the gray levels. Therefore, the Tamura contrast is defined as:

C =
σ

(α4)
n (9)
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where n is a positive number, which is experimentally defined as n = 1/4.

2.3. Artificial Neural Networks

ANNs are a computational structure designed to emulate a neurological structure of a
human brain, which are constructed by individual elements with similar behavior to the
biologic neuron also called neurons, having the capability to learn and solve problems [33].
One of the most employed ANN architectures is the feed-forward neural network due to
its reduced computational load and its simplicity to be used as a classifier [33]. Figure 1a
shows the ANN architecture. This architecture includes an input layer, hidden layers, and
an output layer. The information moves from the input layer the output layer. In each layer,
it can have a single or multiple neurons. In Equation (10), the mathematical function of
a neuron is shown, whereas its structure appears in Figure 1b. The neuron consists of a
summation of multiplications between the inputs xi and weights wi, which emulates the
synapsis process, and a bias b. The result of the summation is evaluated by a function called
the activation function f (·), which is a nonlinear function that provides the capability of
modeling nonlinear relationships. Finally, a training data stage is carried out to characterize
the ANN weights, i.e., a set of inputs and the desired outputs are presented to the ANN.
Consequently, comparing the desired outputs and the computed outputs, the error can be
estimated. Employing a training rule, the weights can be adjusted to minimize the error in
a subsequent iteration. This process is repeated until the error is acceptable.

O1 = f

(
l

∑
i=1

wixi + b

)
(10)
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Figure 1. ANN architecture: (a) ANN with hidden layers and (b) a single neuron.

3. Proposed Methodology

Figure 2 shows the flowchart for the proposed methodology. In general, as depicted
by the red dashed rectangle, it is a three-step process: (1) signal processing which consists
of the signal segmentation and the gray-scale normalization, (2) estimation of contrast
as fault index, and (3) design and validation of a classification algorithm. To test the
proposal, VA signals from a transformer under early SCT fault conditions and different
load conditions are analyzed. In order to do so, firstly, VA signals are acquired from a
single-phase transformer which can emulate different early SCT fault conditions: 0, 1, and
2 SCTs, where 0 SCTs is the healthy condition. To select the SCT condition, a conductor cable
is connected to different taps with a resistor R. This resistor helps to limit the short-circuit
current. For carrying out the transformer energization and connecting/disconnecting the
different loads, three solid-state relays are used (see the switches in Figure 2). Once the
VA signals are acquired, they are segmented, taking 1 s of the signal in each different load
case: (1) no load, (2) linear load, (3) linear and nonlinear loads, and (4) nonlinear load.
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This process is repeated for all the SCT conditions previously mentioned. Then, as part of
the proposed methodology, the VA signals are normalized into a gray-scale, i.e., the VA
signal takes values from 0 to 255. For each new signal, two different contrast indicators,
i.e., Tamura and Unser, are computed to obtain the best fault indicator. Finally, in the
automatic classification step, two different algorithms, i.e., ANN and SVM, are evaluated to
detect and classify the SCT transformer condition under different load conditions. Results
demonstrates that the Unser contrast and the ANN algorithm present the best results for
detection and classification of SCT fault conditions regardless the load type.
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4. Experimental Setup and Results

This section shows the experimental setup and the obtained results

4.1. Experimental Setup

The experimental setup for the proposed work is shown in Figure 3. For the tests, a
single-phase transformer of 1.5 kVA operated to 220 V with a relation 2:1 is employed. The
transformer is modified to emulate early SCT fault conditions in the secondary winding.
In order to do so, the transformer winding is unwound and, then, various taps are pulled
out while rewinding. To protect the winding during the SCT fault, a resistor, R, of 2 ohms
is used.

For the transformer energization and the connection/disconnection of the linear
and nonlinear loads, three solid-state relays, model SAP4050D, are used. The linear and
nonlinear loads represent approximately the 93% of the total load of the transformer, i.e.,
900 W and 500 W, respectively. The linear load is a resistive array of 15 ohms and the
nonlinear load is the combination of a resistive array of 24 ohms and a rectifier. The rectifier
is composed by an array of diodes of 800 V and 8 A with a capacitor filter of 210 µF and
450 V. To measure the VA signals from the transformer and provide a low-cost, easy-to-use,
and commercial solution, a contact microphone piezoelectric pickup (TP-6 model from
RECKLESS) is used. Its operating principle is based on a piezoelectric diaphragm that
measures the vibrations (i.e., acceleration in m/s2) from the contact zone with 6.4 kHz of
maximum bandwidth which is good enough to capture the frequency range of interest,
i.e., 1 kHz. It is located at the top center of the transformer core; in this location, the core
and winding vibrations as well as the generated noise can be received in a similar way
from a geometrical point of view. The data are acquired by using a data acquisition system
(DAS) based on the National Instruments NI-USB-6211 board which is configured with
a sampling frequency of 7812.5 samples/s. For each condition, i.e., 0, 1, and 2 SCTs, and
the different combinations of load, 20 tests are carried out. All the data acquisition and
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their processing are on MATLAB software by using a personal computer (PC), featuring
Windows 10, a processor 17-4510U at 2.6 GHz, and 8 GB of RAM.

Figure 4 shows an example of the acquired signals. The acquisition time is of 10 s;
thus, the transient and steady states can be captured. Current signals (bottom images) show
clearly the changes associated to load condition. There are four load conditions: (1) no load
(S0), (2) linear load (S1), (3) both linear and nonlinear loads (S2), and (4) nonlinear load
(S4), where the activation/deactivation times are 2, 4, 6, and 8 s, respectively. From these
time-windows, sections of 1 s are selected. This time-window contains enough information
about the steady state and avoids overlaps with other load scenarios (see the red dashed
rectangles in Figure 4). Once the signals are segmented, the data processing (i.e., the
contrast index estimation and the classification based on a pattern recognition algorithm) is
carried out.
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4.2. Results
4.2.1. Gray-Scale Normalization

For the contrast estimation, the signals have to be normalized to a grayscale, i.e., to
values from 0 to 255. Through this linear conversion, the minimum value of the VA signal
is mapped to zero, whereas the maximum value is mapped to 255. Also, rounding down
is carried out only to consider integer numbers (see Figure 5e–h). In general, this change
in the VA signal values does not modify its behavior but it helps to maintain the same
reference level, minimizing and generalizing the impact of different load levels.
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4.2.2. Unser and Tamura Contrast Estimations

Two contrast definitions, i.e., Unser and Tamura, are used with the purpose of deter-
mining which approach is the most adequate to characterize variations associated to an
early SCT fault condition in VA signals from a transformer.

The Unser [31] definition uses the normalized differences histograms, i.e., Equation (7),
to compute the contrast. In order to do so, a distance of separation between two data points
from the VA signal, i.e., d, has to be selected. After different trial-and-error tests, a value of
d = 15 is selected since it presented the best results as will be discussed at the end of this
section. Table 1 and Figure 6 show the obtained results. Table 1 presents the mean (µ) and
the standard deviation (σ) for the values of contrast by including the three SCT conditions
(i.e., 0, 1, and 2 SCTs), the four load conditions (i.e., S0, S1, S2, and S3), and the 20 tests
carried out for each condition. From the results (Table 1 or Figure 6a), it can be observed
that the mean of the contrast value does not exhibit considerable variations for the different
load combinations, i.e., the load does not influence the contrast index estimation.

In a similar way, the Tamura contrast index is estimated for the SCT fault conditions
and their different load conditions, but with the difference that the Tamura contrast is a
statistical-based calculation, i.e., Equation (9). As can be observed in both Table 1 and
Figure 6, this index also presents a similar behavior for the different load combinations.
Although the estimated contrast values for both Unser and Tamura indexes are not on the
same scale, both graphs are quite similar, which reaffirms the low influence of the load in
the contrast estimation.

Table 1. Mean (µ) and standard deviation (σ) for the contrast values, different load combinations,
and different SCT fault conditions.

Unser Contrast, d = 15 Tamura Contrast

S0 S1 S2 S3 S0 S1 S2 S3

0 SCTs
µ 3862.5413 3426.7146 3597.4812 3511.6746 38.1231 35.4044 36.5590 36.0443
σ 683.7739 690.3487 652.7069 848.0176 4.6503 4.6849 4.4967 5.4222

1 SCTs
µ 6732.2393 6363.5508 6543.8623 6294.7972 53.8102 51.9030 53.0096 51.8991
σ 1441.4742 1220.7590 1301.9952 1195.6256 7.5780 6.6916 6.9990 6.5757

2 SCTs
µ 8699.9884 8304.6975 8529.3658 8147.1655 62.6589 60.8933 62.1086 60.5648
σ 1084.0015 1022.1635 1049.8129 1016.2967 4.3483 4.1768 4.2930 4.2054
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As the values of the Unser contrast does not change with the load, the values for
each section (load combinations: S0, S1, S2, and S3) can produce a bigger cluster of
SCT conditions.

Figure 7 shows the distributions of the clusters for each SCT condition. From this
figure, it is also observed that the contrast indices are sensitive to the SCT severity since
their value increases when the SCT fault severity increases. In Table 2, the values of the
mean (µ) and the deviation standard (σ) for these clusters are shown. All these results
characterize in a numerical way the behavior of each SCT condition. It is worth noting that
some conventional time features (e.g., peak factor, kurtosis, standard deviation, among
others) have also been analyzed. However, although some of them present a certain degree
of separation, their clusters are overlapped due to their more significant variances which
are also affected by the load condition, resulting in lower classification accuracy.
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Table 2. Mean (µ) and standard deviation (σ) for the different contrast distributions of the different
SCT fault conditions.

Unser Contrast, d = 15 Tamura Contrast

0 SCTs 1 SCTs 2 SCTs 0 SCTs 1 SCTs 2 SCTs
µ 3599.6029 6483.6124 8420.3043 36.5327 52.6555 61.5564
σ 740.9540 130.6383 1064.5340 4.9304 7.0183 4.3420

Once the concept of grouping the contrast values for different load conditions (i.e., the
contrast index does not change with the load as was shown in Figure 7) is described,
the results for different values of d in the Unser contrast definition are shown for clarity
purposes (see Figure 8).

In Figure 8, the clusters for different values of d are shown. For d = 5, the clusters do
not show separation among them. The separation can be observed from d = 10, where the
clusters maintain a similar separation but in a different scale (y-axis). Despite this fact, as
mentioned above, the most suitable value for d is 15. This is not merely for the separation
observed between the clusters but also for the accuracy obtained when the classification
algorithm is applied.
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4.2.3. Classification Results

As shown in Figure 7, the contrast index is sensitive to the fault; however, there
are some overlaps between the different conditions, which can produce uncertainty and,
consequently, misclassification. In order to automate the diagnosis process and improve
the classification accuracy, a pattern recognition algorithm is proposed. In this regard,
two different classifiers, i.e., ANN and SVM, are tested to detect and classify the early
SCT fault. These classifiers are applied to both contrast definitions: Unser and Tamura.
The application of both classifiers helps to compare their performance, selecting the best
method and obtaining the highest classification accuracy. To obtain the parameters of the
classifiers that achieve more accurate results, an exhaustive analysis in a trial-and-error
process is carried out, i.e., the algorithms with different parameters are applied and the
parameters with the best results are selected. In addition, for both classifiers, the training
and validation processes are carried out using the k-fold validation, where k is set to 5 due
to the number of samples. Figure 9 shows the accuracy percentage for each k-fold iteration
and Table 3 shows their mean (µ).Energies 2022, 15, x FOR PEER REVIEW 13 of 17 
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Table 3. Accuracy percentage mean (µ) for the ANN and SVM classifiers by considering different
contrast estimation methods.

Unser with d = 15 Tamura

ANN (%) 89.78 86.38
SVM (%) 86.1 85.96

As can be seen in Table 3, the ANN for Unser contrast has the best performance
among the classifiers, i.e., 89.78%. The parameters that provide the accuracy previously
mentioned in the ANN configuration are: one neuron as input, two hidden layers with 5
and 25 neurons, respectively, and three neurons in the output layer. The activation functions
are log-sigmoid for all the layers. The difference with the ANN used for the Tamura contrast
is that in its first hidden layer there are ten neurons, i.e., the hidden layers are of 10 and
25 neurons. On the other hand, when a SVM classifier is employed, the parameters with
the most significant influence on the classification accuracy are the kernel scale, δ, and the
penalty function, C, [34]. Consequently, the resulting SVM parameters (δ, C) for the Unser
contrast are 0.03 and 25, respectively. The parameter d for the Unser contrast definition also
changes for the SVM, taking the value of 25. For the Tamura contrast, the SVM parameters
(δ, C) are 0.4 and 35, respectively.

Table 4 shows the confusion matrix for the k-fold validation when k = 1 (see Figure 9),
in which 91.7% of effectiveness is obtained. It is worth noting that 16 tests, i.e., 20%, from
the 80 available tests are used for the testing. In these results, the healthy condition is
clearly identified; however, the 1 and 2 SCTs conditions present two errors. These values
represent for the healthy condition (0 SCTs) a recall and a specificity of 1, which is a perfect
score to diagnose the healthy condition. Despite these results, the effectiveness that is
considered corresponds to the average obtained during the k-fold validation, i.e., 89.78%.

Table 4. Confusion matrix for SCTs classification.

SCTs 0 1 2

0 16 0 0
1 0 14 2
2 0 2 14

Accuracy 100% 87.5% 87.5% Average = 91.7%

5. Discussion

After designing and validating the proposal by using experimental data, two major
advantages are observed: (i) its sensitivity to early SCT faults (i.e., it can react to little
changes in the vibration patterns) and (ii) its robustness to the load changes (i.e., the
contrast index barely changes when different load conditions appear).

Table 5 shows a comparison between the proposal and other works reported in the
literature. Although in [28] an early fault condition is presented, it does not report a pattern
recognition algorithm for automatic diagnosis unlike the proposed work that implements a
neural network with 89.78% of effectiveness. In [20,35], different severity levels of SCT fault
are analyzed; however, the impact of the load in the transformer is not taken into account,
which compromises and limits their practical application. On the contrary, the proposal
is tested under four load conditions: (i) no load, (ii) linear load, (iii) nonlinear load, and
(iv) both linear and nonlinear loads. On the other hand, the works presented in [17,36] also
demonstrate that vibration signals can provide information to detect faults in windings;
however, the analysis of different fault severities and their automatic detection are not
presented. Finally, from the works presented in Table 5, the proposal can be considered as
the lowest complex method since the contrast index in the time domain is only required to
process the VA signal.

Although promising results have been obtained, some opportunities of research still
remain. For instance, in this work, the tests are carried out in a controlled environment;
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therefore, real operating conditions such as load intermittences, power quality issues,
vibrations generated by other faults, and vibrations from external sources, among others,
can negatively affect the performance of the proposal. In this regard, the obtained results
can be considered as preliminary.

Table 5. Comparison of the proposed work and other methods.

Work Method Signal Fault Detected
in Windings

Early
Detection/Severities

(SCTs)

Load
Conditions

Automatic
Classification

Proposed
Work Contrast index Vibrations SCTs Yes

1, 2 4 ANN

[17]

Empirical
Wavelet

transform, HT,
and entropies

Vibrations Winding
deformation No - -

[20]

Fractal
algorithms,

ANOVA, Data
mining

Vibrations SCTs No
5, 10, . . . , 35 No load

Decision trees,
Naïve Bayes,

k-nearest
neighbor

[28]
FFT and total

harmonic
distortion

Vibrations SCTs Yes
Initiation 1 -

[35]

Complete
ensemble

empirical mode
decomposition,

Shannon
entropy, RMS,

and energy
index

Current SCTs No
5, 10, . . . , 40 - -

[36]

Short time
Fourier

transform and
RMS

Vibrations Winding
loosening No 1 -

- Not mentioned.

6. Conclusions

This paper presents a methodology for detecting and classifying the transformer
condition under different early SCT fault conditions (i.e., 1 and 2 SCTs) from its VA signals.
To develop, validate, and test the methodology, a transformer capable of emulating the
conditions previously mentioned is used, where different load conditions (no load, linear
load, nonlinear load, and both loads) are considered to represent a more realistic scenario
and open the possibility to offer an online fault detection method.

In this regard, the main findings are:

• The proposed method can diagnose early SCT fault conditions, i.e., 0, 1, and 2 SCTs. De-
tection of early SCT faults helps to increase the transformer life, reduce the breakdown
maintenance, and avoid possible catastrophic failures.

• One image processing feature used for the texture analysis, i.e., the contrast, allows
characterizing the variations in a VA signal to detect early SCTs in a transformer.

• Two contrast definitions, i.e., Unser and Tamura, are tested, where the Unser definition
with d = 15 demonstrated to provide the best results.

• The contrast measure is unaffected by the different load combinations connected to
the transformer, when early SCTs are present.

• The classification effectiveness from both the Unser contrast definition and the ANN
as classifier (i.e., 89.78%) is higher than the one obtained by the SVM (i.e., 86.1%). The
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Tamura contrast definition with an ANN obtained 86.38% of effectiveness and with a
SVM 85.96% of effectiveness.

Forthcoming work will focus on employing the methodology to diagnose three-phase
transformers under different operation conditions, e.g., under unbalance and harmonic
content in the power supply, including different types of loads and other faults such as
core faults, partial discharges, and winding loosening, among others. In addition, the
combination of other signal preprocessing techniques, statistical time features, and pattern
recognition algorithms, as well as the fusion of sensors, i.e., the information provided by
different types of signals, e.g., current and voltage signals, to improve the fault detection
and classification accuracy will be also explored.
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